CONTROLS:
The latest entry to the Foxgear lineup is the Rainbow. The Rainbow
Reverb is the ultimate digital reverb eﬀect. The Rainbow is based on
the well known and reliable DSP FV-1 used in most of the boutique
pedals in the market, and oﬀers 5 reverb presets that include 2
mind-blowing shimmering algorithms in addition to the other 2
classic reverb eﬀects and an innovative and inspiring
“RotaryVerb” (imagine to putting an old rotary speaker right in the
middle of the Pantheon temple in Rome…) These features are all at a
fraction of what other boutique pedals cost.
The Foxgear Rainbow, like all other Foxgear pedals, keeps the signal
path 100% analog, with audio capacitors (no SMD) in the signal path
and true bypass relay, which avoids any undesired eﬀect to your
tone while running in front of your amp or in the FX loop. At the core
of the Rainbow is the upper central selector that works in synergy
with the “Multi” control. This control has specific yet diﬀering roles
depending on the algorithm selected, and Tone and Deep controls
work to help you to reach unexpected nuances in any algorithm.
Easy to use and designed for superlative sound, the Foxgear
Rainbow is a great addition to any rig, novice to pro. The FoxGear
Rainbow Reverb's immense tonal capabilities, along with its small
size and aﬀordability make it the smart choice for reverb.
Algorithms:
Shimmer: The Shimmer eﬀect is a well-known kind of reverb tail that
mimics the sound of strings or organ that rise up behind your notes
and follows the harmony of the chords you are playing for an
outstanding result.
Celestial: more shimmer! High pitched and diﬀerent frequency
harmonics mimic a more eﬀective organ/string carpet, organic,
dynamic and touch responsive, so creative! (Deep Control changes
the frequency used for the shimmer eﬀect)
Rotary Verb: imagine placing an old rotary speaker in the middle of
the empty Panthenon in Rome. With the Multi control you can
change the lFO rate to increase or decrease the modulation.
Church: one of the coolest reverb eﬀects, uses the Deep control to
move from your local church to a larger Gothic Chathedral.
Spring: emulate an analog spring reverb allowing you chose the
length with Deep control, and Lo-cut filtering with the Multi control.

Power In
Consumption at 9V
Input Impedance
Output Impedance
Larghezza (Width)
Lunghezza (Lenght)
Altezza (Height)
Peso (Weight)

RAINBOW

9 to 12VDC (negative TIP)
<100mA
<=1M Ohm
<=10K Ohm
60mm. (2,3”)
120mm. (4,7”)
30mm. (1,1”)
0,2Kg. (0,4lbs)

FOXGEAR product warranty covers 5 years from date of purchase The warranty does not cover
damage caused by accident, misuse and / or neglect, failure to comply with the instruction
manual, repair and attempted repair by personnel not authorized by FOXGEAR LLC, any
damage caused during transport and delivery, (claims must be presented to the carrier); damage
to any product that has been altered or on which it has been removed, defaced or altered serial
number; damage caused by faulty connections or connections to equipment failures and/or
defective power cables.
Responsibility of FOXGEAR LLC for any defective product is limited to repair or replacement of
the product at our discretion.
The FOXGEAR LLC not be liable for damages resulting from loss of use of the product, lost time
operation interrupted by non-use of the product, loss of business or any other damages or
incidental, consequential or otherwise; damage in transit or damage caused by inadequate
packaging or of poor quality.
Assistance: Please contact us for information on how, where and when to ship the product after
the return has been Authorized by FOXGEAR LLC . The repaired goods should be packed
carefully and we recommend not include any accessories such as cables, effects, manuals,
etc. ..
Please attach a copy of the original receipt of purchase (invoice or receipt) together with a
problem description and your personal details.
THE WARRANTY IS NOT VALID 'WITHOUT A COPY OF YOUR RECEIPT OF SALE
CERTIFYING THAT THE DATE OF PURCHASE.
Foxgear pedals are designed in Italy and proudly handmade in our own factory in PRC.
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